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The evolution of smart devices and the explosion of data, clubbed with one-
click-away user experience is pushing organizations to revamp their
application architectures towards microservices for de-centralized 
 development process. 

These microservices are small isolated modules that can be packaged as
Docker containers, version controlled, deployed and scaled on Kubernetes
environments independently. Docker and Kubernetes have made continuous
integration & deployments a reality.

Now, businesses can make more frequent updates than before. 

However, it does come with a few challenges.

Innovate Faster

Unleash the team's creativity
with an integrated platform that
brings the necessary tools all in
one place to build and deploy
microservices, so developers
can get more creative with what
they do best.

Deploy at lightning speed

Reduce the time to build a full
fledged scalable service by
choose from a wide range
of popular services like  Redis,
Nginx, mongoDB and a lot more
from a ready built service
catalog. 

Highly Available Applications

Ensure your applications are
highly available by continuously
monitoring the applications
using gopaddle. Centralized
logging along with monitoring
dashboard helps to proactively
identify bottlenecks and resolve
issues quickly.

for building, deploying and maintaining web scale applications

Up-skilling the team on technology stack
Inefficient use of developer's time on non-business critical operations
Day 2 Operations and Maintenance is hard and time consuming
Team co-ordination and Dependency management is hard
Service & Cluster sprawl can lead to wasted cost

Introducing gopaddle, a 'No code platform' that uses GUI based approach
to build, deploy and maintain modern cloud native applications with ease.

Leveraging existing skill sets to achieve end-to-end automation
Enabling developers to focus on business critical operations while
gopaddle does the heavy lifting
Simplify day 2 operations through out-of-the-box DevOps tooling
Encouraging team co-ordination through in-built versioning and
role based access controls
Synchronizing communication through unified dashboard for both
Dev & Ops responsibilities

Using gopaddle, Businesses can save cost & reduce operational risk by :



Simplified Day 2 Operations

Unified Dashboard

Skill GUI based approach requires less skill to modernize applications

Time to Market Accelerated code to production

Cost Automatic artifact generation and out-of-the-box DevOps tooling
reduces time & effort.

Maintenance The platform has in-built developer tools for easy
application upgrades, multi-level debugging & continuous monitoring

Risk Automation eliminates the manual errors due to human factor,
thus enabling operational efficiency

Governance & Compliance Flexibility to grant access based on
organizational policies and audit actions.
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Role Based Access Control

Application Templates

Kubernetes Artifact Versioning

No Code Transformation
Intelligent scaffolding & source-to-image conversion, eliminates the
need for writing & maintaining Docker/Kubernetes specification files
thereby accelerating the transformation process.

Granular versioning of Kubernetes artifacts helps in separation of
accountability across Dev & Ops teams. Auditing of changes in the
system prevents unnoticed changes getting in to a release.

Use pre-built application catalog or build custom application templates
that can be deployed across any Kubernetes environments without
much reconfiguration.

Better team co-ordination and governance by defining different roles
and access policies across the team.

Key Benefits

Key Features

Out-of-the-box DevOps tooling for managing network (ingress, SSL,
firewall and loadbalancers), storage, monitoring, alerting and logging
for easy maintenance 

Manage both Dev & Ops processes through one single dashboard.


